surface and predicted surface imperfections (0.2mm tolerance instead of 0.05mm which could be achieved with a
machined surface). It was important to take initial RF and surface accuracy measurements before stowing and
deploying antenna, to fully characterize its original state and understand how stowing and deployment influence
performance. This is the testing which has been completed to date.
The future testing sequence of the antenna will first consist of stowing the fully meshed antenna for the first
time, and then deploying it. Next, the antenna will be measured again to check surface accuracy and RF
performance. This cycle will be repeated until the RF performance significantly degrades, to characterize how many
times the antenna could undergo deployment testing.

Conclusion
RF analysis of the antenna design predicted after losses due to the ribs, sub-reflector blockage, and mesh, the
antenna would have a gain of 42.6 dB, giving 0.6 dB of margin above the 42dB goal. The solid reflector performed
at 43.2 dB, and the mechanical prototype which had the actual mesh performed 42.5 dB, aligning with simulations
and surpassing goals. In addition, all other goals for the antenna have been surpassed (see Table 1), especially mass
which is almost 1/3rd of the original design goal. The next step is to deploy the antenna with mesh, which will prove
if the design is fully functional. After this future long term testing will be focused on raising the TRL of the antenna
by thermal-vacuum and vibration testing. As the detailed design for KaPDA has been constructed and there is a clear
path forward, it is expected the first flight model will be completed by the end of 2015.
KaPDA would create opportunities for a host of new Cubesat missions by allowing high data rate
communication which would enable using data intensive instruments or venturing further into deep space, including
interplanetary missions. It would increase current data communication rates by 100 times to 10,000 times.
Additionally KaPDA provides a solution for other small antenna needs, like radar and the opportunity to obtain
Earth science data.
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